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The Syntactic Structure of Chinese Formal Focus' 
Qian Gao 
0. Introduction 
Focus may be understood as having pragmatic functions (Dik 1980) or discourse 
functions (Halliday 1967). However, recent studies show that, like Topicalization, it also 
displays some syntactic properties. For instance, various focus movements have been 
discussed in Korean (Choe 1992), Standard Arabic (Ouhalla 1992), Hungarian (Brody 
1991), Modem Greek (Tsimpli 1992) and some Western Romance languages 
(Uriagereka 1992), among others. It has been proposed that these focus movements 
involve various sorts of syntactic categories. But basically they display either head 
movement properties (an x0 moves to morphologically support the focus head) or wh­
movement (an xmax. category moves to [Spec, FPJ to satisfy Spec-Head Agreement 
requirement). In this paper I will investigate focus structures in Chinese. I will show that 
Chinese evidences a convincing case for focus movement triggered by the Focus 
Criterion, which is a specific case of Spec-Head Agreement outlined in _Brody 1991 and 
Chomsky 1992. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section I, I discuss various focus phenomena 
in Chinese, with a special interest on formal focus. I argue that there are (at least) two 
lexical entries for dou, and one of them must be treated as a focalizer signaling that the 
phrase preceeding it is in a focused position. In section 2, I show that formal focus in 
Chinese involves syntactic movement and this movement is triggered by the Focus 
Criterion. Section 3 is devoted to Focus Phrase and its positions in Chinese sentential 
structure. It is argued that Focus Phrase (FP) is a level of verbal projections and is 
' This paper originates from Peter Culicover's Seminar on GB Syntax. I thank all the participants in 
the seminar for their helpful discussions on the topic in various languages. Many of my ideas benefit 
directly from them. I am also very grateful to Peter Culicover, Brian Joseph, Carl Pollard and James Tai 
for their constant advice and insightful comments on the earlier versions of this paper. This paper was 
also presented in the colloquia of Department of Linguistics and Department of East Asian Languages and 
Literatures. I thank both audiences for their insightful suggestions in the topic discussed in the paper. All 
errors, of course, remain mine. 
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optionally selected by Agr. I discuss the interactions of Topicalization, Wh-movement, 
and Focus movement in Sections 4 and 5. In the conclusion, I consider some theoretical 
consequences of the case study of the fonnal focus structures in Chinese. 
1. Focus in Chinese 
1.1. Two Kinds of Foci 1 
Like some other languages (Korean (Choe 1992), English (Culicover 1992), Arabic 
(Ouhalla 1992), etc.), Chinese also displays two kinds of focus constructions: Focus in 
situ as is shown in (I) and fonnal focus as in (2).2 
(I) a. Zhiingsan clu-le y1-ge p1nggu6. 
Zhangsan eat-PER one-CL apple . . 
· 'It is Zhangsan who· has eaten ari apple.,.: 
b. Zhangsan ch1-le y1-ge pinggucl 
Zhangsan eat-PER one-CL apple 
'Zhangsan has eaten an apple(, not a banana).' 
c. Zhilngsii.n ch1-le y1-ge pingguo. 
Zhangsan eat-PER one-CL apple 
'Zhangsan has eaten one apple(, not two).' 
d. Zhangsii.n clii-le y1-ge pinggu6. 
Zhangsan eat-PER one-CL apple 
.'Zhangsan has eaten aµ apple(, not cut one).' 
~2) · Mali fain pingguo dou ch1. 
Mary even apple FOC eat 
'Mary ·eats even.'apples.' 
As the translations. show, in-situ focus ·gives contrastive infom1ation. The focused 
expression usually bears seniential stress and remains in its base-generated position. 
Virtually any element in a sentence can be stressed and thus contrasted. In ( I) the stre~sed 
ele.ments are shown to be the subject in (fa), the object in (lb), the classifier phrases ~n 
1
· Other possible candidates for focus structures are the a'l-constructio'n mid the shr..:de construction. 
In the bii-construction, M is usually followed by NP's. Thus oo-phrases are discussed in the literature 
either as secondary topic (Tsao 1987 and Gao 1991) or as fronted objects (Thompson 1973, Li and 
Thompson ,1981. and Huang 1982). However, Gao. 1992 has strongly argued for a prepositional analysis 
.of bll, which is base-generated in a preverbnl position. As for the .sh)••.de construction. Ono 1989. hos 
some arguments for it to be treated as an emphatic structure, as is shown in (i) 
(i) Zhilngsnn slii c6ng zht\nggu6 la de 
Zhangsan SHI from China come DE 
"Zhangsan is from China.' 
In (i) we generally do not get a contrastive reading. Instead, it is either n confirmation of a previous 
statement (with the stress on sh,) or simply a new piece of information (wich the scress o·n ,-ona 
. zhl>nggim). . . . 
Since iii 'these·constructions, neither the NP after bii nor the phrase after sh) must"have the 
sentential stress and riorie of them necessarily provides contrastive information, I will not discuss them in 
this paper as focus structures. The renders may find some discussion of the bJl-phmse I\S a prepositional 
fhrose in Section 2.2. · . 
- Throughout this paper, stressed (hence focused) elements are put into boldface letters both in the 
original language as well as in the translation, but not in the glossing. 
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(le)\ and the verb in (Id). In addition, in-situ foci give new information, as they can 
appear in question/answer pairs.4 Thus (!a-c) can be used to answer questions in (3a-c) 
respectively. 
(3) a.. Shei ch1-le y1-ge pingguo? 
who eat-PER one-CL apple 
'Who has eaten an apple?' 
b. Zhangsan ch1-le y1-ge shenme? 
Zhangsan eat-PER one-CL apple 
'What has Zhangsan eaten'?' 
c. Zhangsan ch1-le Ji-ge pingguo? 
Zhangsan eat-PER how-many-CL apple 
'How many apples did Zhangsan eat?' 
Formal focus, on the 9ther hand·, involves the use of some focus word, which· I 
will call focalizer, and the focused element always appeai's before the focalizer. The 
element in the focus position also bears stress and yields contrastive information. In (2), 
the focalizer is dou and the element appeared in the focus position .is Ji;in plnggui5 'even 
apples' ,.s corresponding to a gap in the postverbal object position. The difference between 
formal focus and in-situ focus is that formal focus does not give new information. For 
instance, it cannot be used to answer questions. Thus (2) cannot be the answer for (4). 
(4) Miili ch1 shenme? 
Mary eat what 
'What does Mary eat?' 
T_he appropriate answer to (4) can only be (5), which involves the use of in-situ focus. 
(5)' Mali ch1 pingguo. 
Mary eat apple 
'Mary eats apples.' 
For a detailed di~cussion of classifier'phrases iri Chinese, the readers are em:ouraged to refer to G~lO 
1994. 
-' See Rochemont and Culicover 1990 for discussion'. 
Although I constantly uSe 'even' to trallslate the liiin ...dOu Construction, the reader Should be 
cautioned that even is n'ot an English equivalent for Chinese /i6.n. For one thing, in. English ·'even' 
signals the polarity context in which Fauconnier's ( 1975b) pragmatic scales apply. The same context in 
Chinese, however, is provided by the focalizer, not Mn, since liw1 is only optional. Thus it may be 
appropriate to treat 'even' as equivalent only to the (lian) ...dou construction in Chinese. (Carl Pollard 
personal communication). For a detailed discussion of English el'en,:the readers are referred to Fauconnier 
1975a and Barker 1991. 
Semamically, lia/7 seems to be related to the preposition Jilin in (i), w~ich means ·~~dding' or 
'together with'. 
(i) Lian wo zheli y1gong silnshi-ge ren. 
adding I here altogether thirty-CL person 
'Adding me, there are thirty people here.' 
Thus, in the Jfrin ...dO~ Construction, the use of Hrln is to sugges't that there are more items than have 
been mentioned. This can be further comtirmed by the fact that when a universal quantifier is used before 
the focalizer, Mn is no longer felicitous, as is shown by the following. 
(ii) Zhangsan (*lian) shenme dru clil. 
Zhangsan even everything FOC eat 
Zhangsan ('"even) eats eyerything. 
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Formal focus does not rule out the possibility that some element in other than. the 
focus position in the same sentence can be stressed. Thus it is possible that in the same 
formal focus construction, we may also have other in-situ focus. Usually, if two kinds of 
foci are found in the same sentence, it is the in-situ focus, not. the formal focus, that will 
bear the primary sentential stress.6 This is shown in (6). 
(6) Mill Ii.in pmgguo dou bu ch1. 
Mary even apple FOC not eat 
'It is Mary who does not even eat apple.' 
l . 2. Difference between Quantificational Use of doulye and. the. Focalizer doulye 
I have shown that the word dou is used as a focalizer to mark the focus position in formal 
focus structures. However, not all the occurrences of dou signal the formal focus 
structures. This is because the word dou is also used as a universal quantifier, as is 
shown in (7). 
(7) Tamen dou lai-le 
they all come-PER 
a.·"All of them have come.' 
b. *'Even they have come.' 
(8) Zhangsin dou lai-le 
Zhangsan FOC come-PER 
a. *'All of Zhangsan has come.' 
b. 'Even Zhangsan has come.' 
The difference between the quantificational use of dou and the focaliier dou can be 
explained as follows. First, the quantificational dou is used to modify plural entities, 
while there is no such requirement for the focalizer dou. This becomes clear if we 
compare (7) with (8). In (7), where the subject is plural in number, we get the 
quantificational interpretation. In (8), however, the quantificational interpretation is 
absent simply because there is no appropriate element for dou to quantify over. 
Secondly, quantificational dou usually gets the sentential stress while the focalizer 
dou does not. Instead, it is the element appearing before the focalizer .that gets the 
sentential stress. This is shown in (7) and (8) as well as in the following., . 
(9) Haizimen dou lai-le 
children all come-PER 
a. 'All the children have come.' 
b. *'Even the children have come.' 
(I0) Hllizimen dou lai-le 
children FOC come-PER 
a. *'All the children have come.' 
b. 'Even the children have come.' 
6 It has come to my anention that English seems to have the same phenomenon. In (i) we have the 
formal focus structure where the object John is placed into focus position. However, in (ii) Mar°y is 
given a primary stress hence contrasted. In (iii) the primary stress is on saw. 
(i) It was John that Mary saw. 
(ii) It was John that Mary saw. 
(iii) It was John that Mary saw. 
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Thirdly, it is always possible to have a particle. Han 'even' cooccurring with the 
focalizer.7 This combination is not possible if dou is used quantificationally. The 
following examples show this. 
(11) *Lian ta.men dou lai-le 
even they all come-PER 
( 12) *Lian Zhangsan dou lai-le 
even Zhangsan FOC come-PER 
Finally, the focalizer dou has a fixed position .(see subsequent sections for the 
analysis) while the quantificational dou does not. Variation of the position of the 
quantificational dou signals different scope relations with other elements in the sentence, 
e.g. negation. This is not possible for the foculizer dou. .is can be seen in the following 
examples.. 
(13)a. Tamen dou meiyou lai. 
they all not-PER come 
'None of them has come.' 
b. Tiimen meiyou dou lai. 
they not-PER all come-PER 
'Not all of them have come.' 
(14)a. Women dou bu hui qu de 
we all not will go PARTICLE 
'None of us will go.' 
b Women bu hui dou qu de 
we not will all go PARTICLE 
'Not all of us have come.' 
( I 5)a. Lian tiimen dou meiyou lai. 
even they . FOC not-PER come 
'Even they have not come.' 
b. *Lian tiimen meiyou dou lai. 
even they not-PER FOC come 
( I 6)a. Lian Zhiingsiin dou bu yuanyi qt1 
even Zhangsan FOC not willing go 
'Even Zhangsan does not want to go.' 
b. *Lian Zhangsan bu yuanyi dou qu 
even Zhangsan not willing FOC go 
Another word that can be used as a focalizer in Chinese is ye, which is 
homophonous with an adverb meaning 'also'. _The adverbial use of ye is given in ( 17), 
where the translations show when a different element is stressed (in-situ focus). 
7 his still not clear to me how Jilin should be treated syntactically. It behaves like a focus particle in 
the same way that 11e does as the negation particle in the analysis of French in Pollock 1989. For 
instance,just like French 11e, /i,in is olten optional. The difference between lian and 11e, though, is that 
/ian always moves with the focused element. That is, it is always to the left of the focused element no 
matter where the focused element is at S-Structure. This unique property is always helpful in identifying 
the focused element. Thus I will disregard i_ts optionality and, whenever possible, always use it when a 
formal focus structure is introduced. The reader should be aware that this treatment is only for the purpose 
of convenience, 
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(17) Zhangsan ye ch1 pingguo 
Zhangsan also eat apple 
a. 'Zhangsan also eats apples.' 
b. 'Zhangsan also eats apples.' 
c. 'Zhangsan also eats apples.' 
(18) Zhangsiin (lian) pinggou ye ch1. 
Zhangsan (even) apple FOC eat 
a. *'Zhangsan also eats apples.' 
b. *'Zhangsan also eats apples.' 
c. 'Zhangsan even eats apples.' 
The possible cooccurrence of liiin with ye in ( 18) shows that ye is not used as an 
adverbial. Instead, it is a focalizer which signifies that the element before it is in focus. 
When ye is used as a focalizer, it is otien interchangeable with dou. Tims if we replace 
ye with dou in ( 18), the meaning of the sentence remains the same. 
1.3. The Semantics of (li,in) ...doulye 
Like in-situ focus, formal focus structure always yields additional semantic 
interpretations. Consider (19) and (20) below. 
(19) Zhangsan lian Mall dou bu re~shi 
Zhangsan even Mary FOC not know 
'Zhangsan does not even know Mary.' 
(20) Zhangsan lian Mall dou q1ng-Je 
Zhangsan even Mary FOC invite-PER 
'Zhangsan even invited Mary.' 
In (19), we do not only get the interpretation that Zh~ng~an does not 'know Mary. In 
uttering ( 19), the speaker presupposes that there is a set of people among whom Mary is 
the most likely person that Zhangsan may have known. The use of the focused structure 
thus gives us contrastive information: since Zhangsan does not know Mary, it is unlikely 
that he would know anyone else (in the presupposed set). The same presupposition is 
apparent in (20), where the speaker assumes that Mary is the. least 'likely person that 
Zhangsan would invite. Since Zhangsan did invite her, he m.ust ha.ve· invited all the 
people (in the presupposed set). · · 
Another important aspect about formal focus structure is that it provides a polarity 
context with negation. Consider (21) below. 
(21) . Zhangsan lian y1-ge pingguo dou bu ch1 · 
Zhapgsan everi one-CL apple FOC not eat. 
'Zhangsan does riot eat one single apple.' 
The focused element in (19) is y]-ge plngguo 'an apple'. According to Paris 1979, the 
classifier phrase y]-ge is·usually used as an existential quantifier. However, in (21) this 
classifier phrase has the quantificational force of a universal quantifier, Paris believes that 
this reversion of polarity can be explained by assuming Fauconnier's (1975b) 'pragmatic 
scales'. The pragmatic scalar principle says roughly that if a property holds for Xj on a 
scale S, it Will hold for x, if x; < x1. For example, if the scale S is. a quantitative scale and 
R stands for 'Zhangsan eats', then 'Zhangsan eats two apples' pragmatically implies 
'Zhangsan eats one apple'. This pragmatic implication can be reversed in the context of 
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negation. Thus.in (21), y]-ge is lowest on the quantitative scale, but under negation, it is 
reversed to the highest on the scale, hence the quantificational effect of a universal 
quantifier. If we assume that the negation reverses the polarity, then it must be the case 
that the focali.zer d6u provides the polarity contexts. Note that without the focalizer, there 
is no polarity item for the reversion. This is clearly demonstrated in (22_). 
(22) Zhangsan bu clii y11Je pingguo. 
Zhangsan not eat one-CL apple 
'Zhangsan does not eat an apple.' 
If y]-ge is indeed a polarity item in (21) and under negation ii- behaves as a 
universal quantifier, as Paris argues, then we should expect that if it is replaced by 
another universal quantifier, the meaning should not be changed. Paris claims that 
.~hemne in Chinese is an example of a universal quantifie,-s. The following examples 
show that the prediction is borne out (Cf Footnote 5) · · 
(23) Zhiingsan (*Ii.in) sheome pmgguo dou bu ch1. 
Zhangsan even every apple FOC not eat , 
'Zhangsan does not eat any (kind of) apples.' 
(24) Mal, (*Ii.in) shenme dou hu, zuo. 
Mary even everything FOC know do 
'Mary can do everything.' 
8 It has been claimed 1ha1 s/rerrrrre also functions as existential quantifier. ·For instance, Cheng 1992 
claims that shenme in the following is ambiguous be1ween a wh-word and an existential quantifier. 
(i) Ni xiang clii shenme ma·J 
you want eat whal Q 
However, I find (and many of my colleagues also agree with me) that it is very hard, if 1101 impossible, 10 
get the existential reading of the wh-word in (i). That is, (i) is not ambiguous at all and can only have the 
reading ofan information question (at least for !hose Chinese speakers I encountered). In order for .the wh­
word to be understood a.s carrying an existential fon...,, we have lo use the di,inr. ,.- in the followinfl. 
(ii) Ni xiiing clii di1inr shenme nut? 
you wanl eat a-little what/something Q 
a. 'What do you want to eat (a little bit of)?' 
b. 'Do you want to eat (a little bit of) something?' 
That is, only when diiinr 'a little bit' is used can we find the wh-word ambiguous. But then it is no 
longer appropriate to claim that it is the wh-word that causes the ambiguity. Thus it is still doubtful that 
wh-words can function a.s existential quantifiers in Chinese. 
Another piece of evidence comes from the absence of the accompanying word lb.in. As noted in 
Fomnote 5. sherrme, when formally focused. does not go with /ian. This seems to be consistent with 
other universal· quantifiers such as shuiiyoude ·every single one of'. 
(iii) Ta (*lian) sh.Some pfnggud diiu cliiguo. 
he even every apple FOC eat-PAST 
'Zhangsan tasted all (kind of) apples.' 
(iv) Th (•lian) shuclyoude piaggud diiu cliiguole. 
he even every-singe-one-of apple FOC eat-PAST-PER 
'Zhangsan tasted all apples.' 
It should also be mentioned that even if shenme could be used as an existential quantifier, it would 
not alter the analysis presented in this paper. for the existential use of wh-word may also be treated like 
other existential quantifiers. 
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Another piece of evidence to show that y]-ge in (21) is not a usual classifier phrase 
but a polarity item (the lowest on the quantitative scale) comes from the fact that 
classifiers other than singular number cannot appear in the focused position. This is 
shown in the following examples.9 
(25) Zhangsan foin y1-ge/*liang-ge/*sh1-ge pingguo dou bu ch1 
Zhangsan even one-CL two-CL ten-CL apple FOC not eat. 
'Zhangsan does not eat any apple.' 
(26) Zhangsiin bu ch1 y1-ge/ liang-ge/sh1-ge pingguo. 
Zhangsan not eat one-CL two-CL ten-CL apple 
'Zhangsan does not eat an apple/two apples/ten apples.' 
Thus I have shown that there are (at least) two entries of dou in the Chinese lexicon, one 
as the universal quantifier, and another as a focalizer. If this distinction is indeed true, we 
should predict that cooccurrence of the two within a single structure should be allowed 
without redundancy of information. This prediction is borne out in the following 
examples. Suppose that two groups of people are required to have full attendance at a 
conference but when found that both groups have some absentees, each group may use 
(27b) as an excuse (when asked by the conference organization committee). If we have 
the right context, (28b) is also a perfectly acceptable sentence. 
(27)a. Tiimen meiyou dou lai. 
they not-PER all come 
'Not all of them have come.' 
b. Lian ta.men dou meiyou dou !;ii. 
even they FOC not-PER all come 
'Even they have not all come.' 
(28)a. Tamen meiyou dou mai zhe ben sho. 
they not-PER all buy this CL book 
'Not all of them have bought this book.' 
b. Lian tiimen dou meiyou dou miii zhe ben shii. 
even they FOC not-PER all buy this CL book 
'Even they have not all bought this book.' 
2. Focus Movement and the Focus Criterion 
2. 1 . The Focus Movement 
I have shown that dou/ye in Chinese qm be treated as a focalizer because it provides . a 
polarity environment and the constituent before· it bears sentential stress, thus yielding 
contrastive information. I will call this stressed constituent the focused element. In this 
section I will show that the focused element is best understood not to be base-generated 
in the pre-focalizer position, but moved to this position through Move a. I will also show 
that the movement to pre-focalizer position is an obligatory movement to [Spec, FPJ 
triggered by the Focus Criterion, which is a specific instantiation of the universal 
principle of Spec-Head Agreement. 
9 Peter Culicover (personal communication) points out to me that. English displays a similar 
phenomenon. · 
(i) Not one apple/*two apples/'"ten apples did John eat. 
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In order to show that the focused element in a formal focus structure is not an in­
situ category, we must show that a) this category is subcategorized for something other 
than the focalizer, b) there is a gap in the subcategorized position that holds a one-to-one 
relation with the focused elements, and c) the focused element c-commands 10 the gap. 
That is, the trace must be properly governed by the antecedent focused element. The 
following examples show that this is indeed true with formal focus structures in Chinese. 
(29)a. Xiiiomei bu hu1 chang ge. 
Xiaomei not know sing song 
'Xiaomei doesn't know how to sing a song.' 
b. *Xiiiomei Ii.in dou bu hu1 chang ge. 
Xiaomei even FOC not know sing song 
c. Xiliomei Ii.in ge dou bu hut chang. 
Xiaomei even song FOC not know sing 
'Xiaomei even don't know how to sing a song.' 
(30)a. Zhe wan fim, ·xiifomei meiyou ch1 yi kou. 
this bowl rice Xiaomei ncit-PER eat one mouth 
'Xiaoinei did not take a bite of this bowl of rice.' 
b. *Zbe wan ran, xmomei lian dou meiyou _ch1 yi kou. 
this !Jowl rice Xiaomei even FOC not-PER eat one mouth 
C. Zhe wan fan, Xiaomei Ii.in yi . kou dou meiyou ch1. 
this bowl rice Xiaomei even one mouth FOC not-PER eat 
'Xiaomei even did not take a single bite of this bowl of rice.' 
(31 )a. Xiaomei bu giin zuo feiji. 
Xiaomei not dare sit airplane 
'Xiaomei does not dare to take a ride on an airplane.' 
b. *Xiiiomei Ii.in dou bu gan zuo feiji. 
Xiaomei even FOC ·not dare sit airplane 
C. Xiii.omei Ii.in zuo feiji dou bu gii.n. 
Xiaomei even sit airplane FOC not dare 
'Xiaomei does not dare even to take a ride on an airplane.' 
(32)a. Zhangsan bu yuanyi c6ngjiali nachii yi-ben shii lai. 
Zhangsan not willing from home take-out one-CL book come 
'Zhangsan does not want to bring out a book from his home.' 
b. *Zhangsan Ii.in dou bu yuanyi c6ng jiiili nachii yi-ben shii lai. 
Zhangsan even FOC not willing from home.take-out one-CL book come 
c. Zhiingsiin Ii.in cong jiili michil yi-ben shil lai dou bu yuanyi. 
Zhangsan even from home take-out one-CL book come FOC not willing 
'Zhangsan does not want even to bring out a book from ·hi_s home.' 
(33)a. Zhangsan bu gan ba Us) dii y1-xia. 
Zhangsan not dare BA Lisi hit one-CL 
'Zhangsan does not dare to hit Lisi once.' 
b. *Zhiingsiin lian dou bu gan bii LISI dii y1-xia. 
Zhangsan even FOC not dare BA Lisi hit one-CL 
JO I assume 1he detinilion of c-command found in Chomsky 1986b, which goes as follows, 
(i)- a c-<:ommands 13 iff a does nol-dominale 13 and every 8 that dominates a dominates 13. 
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C. Zhangsan fain ba Lis"i da y1-xia dou bu giin. 
Zhangsan even BA Lisi hit one-CL FOC not dare 
'Zhangsan does not dare even to hit Lisi once.' 
(34)a. Wo t6ngyi lll dao me1guo qu XUeXJ. 
I agree you arrive-at America go study 
'I agree for you to go to the U.S. to study.' 
b. *Wo Iian dou t6ngyi n1 dao meiguo qu xuexi. 
I even FOC agree you arrive-at America go study. 
C. Wo lian DI dao meiguo qil xuexi dou t6ngyi. 
I even you arrive-at America go study FOC agree 
'I agree even for y011 to go to the U.S. to study.' 
In the above examples, the one-to-one correspondence between the focused element 
and the gap is clear. In (29c) and (30c), the focused elements are NPs and so are the 
gaps. (3 le), (32c), and (33c) show that moved elements are VPs. and so arc the gaps. In 
( 34c) the focused element is a clause and so is the gap. Based on the one-to-one 
relationship between the focused elements and the gaps and the similar logical relations 
between the (a) and (c) sentences, it is reasonable for us to assume that the .traces are 
indeed left behind by the focused elements when they have moved. The ungrammaticality 
of the (b) sentences show that if (Jiifn) ... dou is present, the focused elements must move 
to the left of dou. These examples also sho,w that the moved elements are maximal 
projections (i.e. full phrases such as NP's 11 in (29)-(32), aVP in (33) and a CP in (34)) 
and that, in each sentence, only one maximal projection is moved to the left of dou. 
Examples in (29)-(34) also show that the gap in each (c) sentence is best analyzed 
as a trace, not a pro. This is because the antecedent of a pro cannot be VP. In (32c) and 
(33c), however, the antecedents are VPs. 
I will assume the more restrictive Empty Category Principle discussed in Rizzi 
1990, which says that an EC must be antecedent-governed as well as lexical-governed at 
S-Structure. Thus the traces in the (c). sentences in (29)-(34) all obey the ECP. If we 
assume with Tang 1990 that in Chinese adverbial phrases are adjuncts which are adjoined 
to XPs and therefore are not lexical-governed, then we will predict that adverbial phrases 
do not undergo focus movement in Chinese. This prediction is borne out. 
(35)a. Mi\11 zu6tian meiyou lai. 
Mary yesterday not-PER come 
'Mary did not come yesterday.' 
b. *Mali liiin zu6tian dou meiyou !iii. 
. Mary even yesterday FOC not-PERcome 
(36)a. Zhangsan buxiaox1n dii-shang-le L1s1. 
Zhangsan carelessly hit-wound-PER Lisi 
'Zhangsan carelessly wounded Lisi.' 
b. *Zhangsan lian bilxiaox1n dou da-shang-lc L1s1. 
Zhangsan even carelessly FOC hit-wound-PER Lisi 
Prepositional phrases in Chinese behave like adverbials in that they are mainly 
found in preverbal positions and are generally used to modify verb phrases. Thus 
11 In (30), I am assuming an empty head in the object NP. where yi kOt1 is treated as the specifier of 
the NP. See Gao 1994 and in progress for a detailed discussion of this analysis. 
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syntactically they cannot be treated as subcategorized categories of verbs. Therefore we 
should not expect them to undergo formal focus movement. 12 The following examples 
show that this is the case. 
(37)a. Zhangsan c6ng jiilli na-tai-Je y"i-ben shu. 
Zhangsan from home take-come-PER one-CL book 
Zhangsan has brought a book from his home. 
b. *Zhangsan Ii.in c6ng jiali dou na-t.ii-le y·i-ben shC1. 
Zhangsan even from home FOC take-come-PER one-CL book 
(38)a. Mail bii gongzuo wancheng-le. 
Mary BA work complete-PER 
Mary has completed her work. 
b. ''':\1iifi ti.in b[1 gongzuo dou wanch6ng-te. 
Mary even BA work FOC complete-PER 
2.2. The Focus Criterion 
Recent studies (Chomsky 1991, Rizzi 1991, Cuticover 1992) pursue the hypothesb that 
in languages constituents move only to satisfy some requirements. The basic requirement 
outlined in Chomsky 1992 is Spec-Head Agreement. For instance, some maximal 
projections move to [Spec, XP] only because they have some active features to check off. 
Some X0 categories move to adjoio to other x0 categories because either they have some 
features that oeed to be discharged or other x0 categories need to be morphologically 
supported (Chomsky 1992, Culicover 1993). For instance, to account for wh-movement 
in English (as welt as in other languages with either overt or cove11 wh-movement), Rizzi 
1991 proposes the Wh-Criterion, which goes as follows. 
(39) The Wh-Criterion 
A. A Wh-Operater must be in a Spec-Head configuration with an Xo[+WH]. 
B. An Xo[+WH] must be in a Spec-Head configuration with a Wh-Opcrator. 
,~ One exception is the PP headed by daf 'towards' In Paris 1979 \VC tinJ the following cx;unple 
(i) Zhangsan lian du'i z'iji de taitai dou bu ,hu,, y1-ju hu,, 
Zhangsan even towards self DE wife FOC not .'lay one-CL speech 
Zhan_gsan doesn't say a word even to his wife. 
The exact explanation for this is still unknown. However, we want to point out th,11 du/ lx:haves 
differently from other prepositions also in other aspects of syntax. For instance. in Chinese prepositio1wl 
phrases generally do not modify NP's, as the following examples shmv. 
(ii) *ba glmgzuO de wancheng 
BA work DE complelion 
(iii) *c6ng zh5nggu6 de IUXing 
from China DE journey 
However, phrases headed by dul are constantly found as NP modifiers. 
{iv) du, zugu6 de rcili 
towards motherland DE Iove 
'the love for the motherland' 
(v) du, laushi de zunzhong 
towards teacher DE respect 
'the respt:ct for teachers' 
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The Wh-Criterion in (39) explains the following. 
(40)a. *I wondei [ c0[+WH] [ Mary has seen who.] J 
b. I wonder [who Co[+WH] [Mary has seen t.] J 
Since wonder selects a CP headed by C0[+WH], (40a) violates (39) because CO[+WH] is 
not in a Spec-Head configuration with a Wh-Operator. On the other hand, (40b) is well 
formed simply because the [Spec, CPJ is filled with a Wh-Operator. 
In the same manner, Rizzi also proposes the Negation Criterion to account for 
Negative Inversion in English and some other languages. A similar version of the Focus 
Criterion is also suggested in Brody 199 J and Choe 1992 to account for focus structures 
in Hungarian and Korean, respectively. If these proposals are UG principles, we should 
expect them to apply in Chinese as well. In this subsection, I will show that this is the 
case. 
First, let's assume that the focalizer in a Chinese formal focus construction is the 
head of a focus phrase. According to X-bar theory, this head (F) will project to its 
maximal projection FP, thus creating a FP configuration as (41), where F always carries 
the [+Foe] feature. · 
(41) FP 
~
Spec ~ 
F[+FOC] XP 
Let us also assume that the Focus Criterion of Brody and Choe, stated in ( 42), holds for 
Chinese. 
(42) The Focus Criterion 
A. The focused elementmust be in a Spec-Head configuration with the 
F[+FOC]. 
B. The F[+FOC] must be in a Spec-Head configuration with the focused 
element. 
Now let's look at the examples in (29)-(34) again. In all the (a) sentences, no 
focalizer is present, thus [+Foe]. is absent. The Focus Criterion is vacuously satisfied and 
we get these normal and grammatical sentences. In all the (b) sentences, the focalizer dou 
is present and carries the [ +FOC] feature. However. nothing moves into [Spec, FP] to 
check off the [+FOC] feature.and thus the Focus Criterion is violated. This causes these 
sentences to crash at PF. 1.3 All the (c) sentences, on the other hand, are well formed. The 
presence of the focalizer signals the presence of the [ +FOC] feature and the [Spec, FP] is 
also filled. Thus, the Focus Criterion is satisfied. Those sentences are therefore 
understood as carrying contrastive information. 
U I assume with Chomsky 1992 that beyond the S-Structure there are two interface levels: the 
phonetic form (PF) and the logical form (LF). At PF the phonetic well-formedness of a sentence will be 
checked. At LF the semantic well-fonnedness will be checked. ln the cnse of feature-checking, strong 
features must be checked at S~Structure so as to satisfy the phonetic well-formedness condition at PF. 
The checking of weak features can be delayed until LF since it does not affect the phonetic well­
formedness at PF. 
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Thus, I have shown that if we assume the Focus Criterion,' Chinese formal focus 
structure can be analyzed as movement to [Spec, FP], and that (29)-(34) show that the 
Focus Criterion must be satisfied at S-Structure for formal focus structures. 
2.3. The Focus Criterion and In-situ Focus. 
I have shown that Chinese formal focus structures can be explained by assuming the 
Focus Criterion, which triggers focus movement at S-Structure. It is reasonable now to 
ask whether the Focus Criterion applies ·to in-situ focus, since in-situ focus does not 
involve overt syntactic movement. · 
Recall that in-situ focus is different from formal focus in Chinese fo that in-situ 
focus gives new information and it can be used in question/answer pairs. This is no 
surprise if we consider that questions are generally linguistic forms for soliciting new 
information. Thus it is quite understandable that in-situ focus be directly related to wh­
questions. Chinese has been widely cited as a wh-in-situ language. But being a wh-in­
situ language does not mean that wh-phrases do not mo\"e at all. Following Huang 1982 
and Aoun 1986, Jassume that wh-phrases in Chinese do move, not at S-Structure, but at 
LF, in order to get wide scope. Thus in wh-in-situ languages, the WH-Criterion is 
satisfied at LF. 
Similarly, for in-situ focus structures, I propose that Focus Criterion is also 
satisfied at LF, thus no overt focus movement is found in Chinese in-situ focus 
structures. My proposal is based on the following reasoning: In Chinese formal focus 
structures, the FOC feature is carried by the lexical head (the focalizer) dou/ye. Suppose 
that this makes the FOC feature strong.· According to the proposal in Pollock 1989, 
Chomsky 1991, and Hoekstra and Zwart 1992, strong features must be checked at S­
Structure. Otherwise the unchecked feature will cause the sentence to crash at PF. This 
entails that the Focus criterion must apply to Chinese formal focus structures at S­
Structure. In-situ focus, on the other hand, carries only a weak FOC feature. Thus it does 
not have to be checked at S-Structure, since unchecked weak features does not cause the 
sentence to crash at PF. However, the FOC feature will be checked at LF so that WC[: get 
the com:ct interpretation of the sentence. According to the Economy.Principle (Chomsky 
1991), movement at LF is more economical than that at S-Slructure. This explains why 
Chinese in-situ focus does not involve overt focus. movement: the ·focused elements only 
moves at LF. 14 · 
3, Position of Focus Phrases 
3. I. The Subject and the FP. 
I have shown that in Chinese formal focus structures must satisfy the Focus Criterion at 
S-Stnicture. Thus we have explained why the focused element must move to [Spec, FP]. 
Now we consider the question where the FP is in a Chinese formal foc~s sentence. 
Recall that in Section 2 we showed that the focused element must c-command · its 
gap. This will rule out the possibility that FP is adjoined to a category that contliins the 
gap because the Spec of adjoining XP cannot c-command·anything that is dominated by 
14 This strong/weak feature distinction may also be used to explain coven wh-movement in Chinese and 
oven wh-movement in English: in Chinese, lhe [+WH) features are weak, thus wh-words move only at 
LF; in English, on the other hand, [+WH) features are strong:, thus we find syntactic wh-movcmcnt (al S­
Structurc). 
----------
------
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the adjoined category. In order for the Spec of FP to c-command its gap, the gap must be 
dominated by the category that is subcategorized for by_ the head F. · 
In light of this reasoning, I will assume FP as a level of the verbal projections, 
along the lines suggested in Grimshaw 1991, where two basic projections are strongly 
argued for. One kind of projection is headed by N (a nominal projection having the 
feature [+NJ). DP is regarded as an extended projection over NP and PP is an extended 
projection over DP. PP; DP, and NP.all share the lexical feature [+NJ. They differ from 
each other_by levels: NP is an FO level projection, DP is an Fl, and_PP is F2. Contmsted 
with the nominal projections aie the verbal projections which all share. the feature [+VJ: 
VP is an FO level verbal projection, IP is Fl. and CP is F2. Thus the two basic 
projections form the following configurations. 
(43) Verbal projections (44) Nominal projections 
PP[F2,+NJCP[F2,+V] 
. _- ~ 
-----------\
·_ ­·--------- ' \ Spec P'[F2,+NJ ­Spec C:"[F2,+VJ 
. ~ ~
C IP[Fl,+VJ P DP[Fl,+N] 
~ ' ~ Spec I'[Fl,+V] Spec_ D'[Fl,+N] 
~- ~ 
I VP[FO,+V] D NP[FO,+NJ 
~ ~
Spec V'[FO,+V-] Spec N'[FO,+N] 
v XP N XP 
· Some restrictions on the projections ~ also discussed._ For instance, it is argued that V 
and_ N are the only lexical heads, which can select XP's that belong to a different 
projection._That is, a V can select either an XP[+V] or an XP[+N], and so can a N. Other 
· heads are functional heads, which can only select XP's that share the same lexical feature 
with the selecting head and that are one level down. Thus C can only select IP, and I only 
VP. For evidence supporting this system and a discussion of its advantages, see 
Grimshaw 199 l. 
In this system, the functional levels are designated by numerals and therefore are 
made very flexible. There seem to be no restrictions on how high the levels can go. But 
this should not be a big concern in this paper. 15 In recent studies of focus.structure, FP 
has been suggested as a level of verbal projection. For instance, Brody 1991 proposes 
that FP is one level higher than IP, thus F can select IP to form an. FP-IP sequence. 
However, Horvath 1991 voices concern about this treatment. She observes that FP is not 
an obligatory category. If FP is absent, C will have to select IP, which is. two levels 
down from C,P, thus violating the restriction that functional head can only_ select a one­
level-down XP._To avoid this violation, I follow Culicover"l993 in assuming that FP is 
on the same level as IP. The restriction on the selectional power is accordingly revised to 
allow a functional head to select an XP either of the same level or one level down. Armed 
However, some believe that this is a serious defect in the theory (Cf. latridou 1990). This paper 
will stay within the Minimalist Program Framework and keep the projections to the lowest possible 
levels. 
15 
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with this theoretic background, let's tum to the following Chinese formal focus 
structures. 
(45) Zhangsan fain Mall dou bu renshi. 
Zhangsan even Mary FOC not know 
'Zhangsan even doesn't know Mary.' 
(46) Xiiiomei lian chang ge dou bu hu1. 
Xiaomei even sing song FOC not know 
'Xiaomei even doesn't know how to sing.' 
In (45) and (46), we notice that Chinese focused elements occur to the right of the 
subject. Under the standard assumption, the subject occupies [Spec, IP] position in S­
Structure because subjects need Case and [Spec, IP] is a Case position. This suggests 
that in Chinese FP should follow IP. That is. FP is selected by I. Under the previous 
assumption we made that IP and FP ;u·e of the same level verbal projections, this might 
seem reasonable. However, Horvath 1991 has voiced an objection to the IP-FP 
sequence. She notes that since the FP-IP sequence has been observed in many languages, 
it is wrong to assume that in another language we should find the IP-FP sequence. l 
believe Horvath's objection to IP-FP sequence is. very reasonable. In addition, I find that 
there is also evidence against this treatment in Chinese. Consider the following examples. 
( 4 7) Zhangsan ch1-le fan. 
Zhangsan eat-PER meal 
'Zhangsan has eaten his meal.' 
(48) Zhangsan meiyou ch1 fan. 
Zhangsan not-PER eat meal 
'Zhangsan has not eaten his meal.' 
According to Li and Thompson 1981, Dai 1991, and Gao 1992, -/e is an 
inflectional morpheme, marking the perfect tense (Gao 1993). Meiyou is the negative 
counterpart of -/e. 1_6 Suppose that in Chinese, VP is base generated to the right of I (or 
16 This relation can be s.hown in the following examples. where m6iyou ,mt! -/e are mutually exclusive 
in a single declarative sentence simply because they gin! conflicting statements. 
(i) Zhiingsan clii-le fan. 
Zhangsan eat-PER meal 
'Zhangsan has eaten (his) meal.' 
(ii) Zhangsan meiyou ch1 fan. 
Zhangsan not-PER eat meal 
'Zhangsan hasn't eaten (his) meal.' 
(iii) *Zhangsan meiyou ch1-le fun. 
Zhangsan not-PER eat-PER meal 
In Chinese, yes-no questions can take the form of A-not-A (See Huang 1988, Gao 1992). Thus (iv) is 
a declarative sentence and (v) is a corresponding question. 
(iv) Zhangsan xihuan Mat.. 
Zhangsan like Mary 
'Zhangsan likes Mary.' 
(v) Zhangsan xihuanbuxihuan Mafi? 
Zhangsan like-not-like Mary 
'Does Zhangsan like Mary?' 
The A-not-A form for the perfect tense -/e, however, is the combination of -le and m6iyou, not /e-not-Je, 
though it is possible to use youmeiyou in some dialects. 
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VP is selected by I) and I is the residual position for the tense morpheme. Then at S­
Structure, V has to move to morphologically support the tense morpheme, since -le is not 
a free morpheme. This explains why we have a V+I complex in (47),just like the case of 
French V+I complex proposed in Pollock 1989.17 In (40), on the other hand, there is a 
Neg head intervening between I and V, thus blocking V from joining I to form the V+I 
complex. Instead, the Neg head moves to adjoin to I and forms a Neg+I complex, which 
is realized phonologically as meiyou18 in (48). Therefore we have an 1-V sequence. Since 
meiyou is already an independent word and no longer needs to be morphologically 
supported, we do not expect the V to move up to adjoin to I. This analysis explains why 
the sentences in ( 49) are ungrammatical. 
(49)a. *Zhiingsan ch1-meiyou fan. 
Zhangsan eat-not-PER meal 
b. *Zhangsan meiyou clii-Ie fan. 
Zhangsan not-PER eat-PER meal 
c. *Zhangsan le ch1 f'an. 
Zhangsan PER e-Jt meal 
If . the above 'analysis is· correct, it makes predictions inconsistent with the 
hypothesis that in.Chinese we ha\'e an IP-FP sequence. This is because, as (50} and (51) 
show, FP, in Chinese. can only occur to the left of I, not to-the right .. 
(vi) Zhungsan clii-le f.11 meiyou? 
Zhangsan eat-PER meal not-PER 
'Has Zhangsan eaten (his) meal'!' 
This phenomenon confirms that meiyou is indeed a negative countel]lllrt of the perfect tense marker -/e. 
17 Following Pollock 1989 ;1Dd Rivero 1990, I assume that syntactic head-to-head movements do play 
an important role in word formations in some languages, especially here in Chinese. I am aware that this 
. is very problematic in the case of Greek (Joseph and Smimiotopoulos 1993). One possible explanation 
for the difference between Greek and Chinese may be traced to the strength of morphology in the two 
languages. Intuitively al least. Greek has a strong (or rich) morphology. thus a syntaclically derived_ 
sequence of morphemes is often overridden by morphological rules if mismatches occur. Chinese. on .the 
other hand. has a very weak (or poor) morphology. Thus sy_nlactical rules otien prevail in determining the 
sequenc-e of morpheme.,. However, as Brian Joseph (personal communication) points our, we ne<J an 
understanding of what constitutes a slmng morphology that reache.-; further than what our intuition 
provides. 
18 This assumption is supported by the fact that in some Chinese dialects (Southern China and South 
East Asia). the A-not-A form of the inflection can be youmeiyou. 
(i) Zhungsan zuotiun youmeiyou clii ran? 
Zhangsan yesterday PER-not-PER eal meal 
'Did Zhangsan eat (his) meal yesterday'." 
(ii) M".Ji yiiumeiyou lai zhonggu6? 
. Mary PER-not-PER come China 
'Has Mary come lo China?' 
In some South East Asian dialects we have even found that -/e is constantly replaced with -"°'' in 
preverbal positio~. as is in the following sentences. 
(iii) Zhungsan zu6tiun you ch1 fan. 
Zhangsan yesterday PER eat meal 
'Zhangsan ate (his) meal yesterday.' 
(iv) Ta zu6tiun yoo xiiixi. 
he yesterday PER rest 
'He took a day off yesterday.' 
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(50) Zhangsiin [FPlilin fan; dou [JP meiyou (yp ch"i li )]]. 
Zhangsan even meal FOC not-PER eat 
'Zhangsan hasn't even eaten his meal.' 
(SI) *Zhangsan [Jp meiyou [FP lian fan; dou [ VP clii t; )]]. 
Zhangsan not-PER even meal FOC eat 
Sentence (50) and (51) are exactly the same except the order of FP and IP. In (SO), the 
FP Jian fiin dou appears to the left of the IP, giving an FP-IP sequence, and the sentence 
is acceptable. In (SI), on the other hand, the FP is positioned to the right of the IP, 
yielding an IP-FP sequence, and this results in an ungrammatical sentence. Therefore, we 
can conclude from (500 and (51) that in Chinese, we also have an FP-IP sequence in the 
verbal projections. 
3.2. Nominative Case Assignment and,the FP 
As the above discussion shows, in Chinese," the FP, an intermediate verbal projection, 
can appear to the right" of the subje_ct. It also appears to the left of I. That is, an FP in 
Chinese appears between the subject and I. Under the normal ·assumption that the subject 
occupies [Spec, IP] and is assigned nominative Case by I under the configurntion_ of 
Spec-Head Agreement, this would appear to he a serious problem, since FP interveries 
between the [Spec, IP] and the head I. Recall that usually I is assumed to contain a 
bundle of features, among w~ich there is an Agr, which is responsible for nominative 
Case assignment. Thus I will continue to assume the Split Inf! Hypothesis in treating Agr 
as a separate head from I. Agr heads iL~ own maximal projection AgrP. The subject is 
. moved to [Spec,AgrP] and assigned the nominative Case .by Agr under the Spec-Head 
Agreement Prin_ciple. Under this analysis, I is freed from any nominative Case 
assignment obligati~s and therefore no longer has to be adjacent to the subject. 19 In our 
case, AgrP and IP can be separated by an FP without causing any theoretical problems. If 
this line of analysis is_ correct, then FP is (optionally) selected by Agr, which, in the 
absence of FP, is also the selector for IP20 headed by the inflectional morpheme. Thus in 
a tensed negative sentence with FP present, the sequence of verbal projections will lciok 
like AgrP-(FP)-IP-(NegP)-VP, where FP and NegP .are not obligatory projections. 
Under the present analysis, (50) has the following structure. · 
(50') IAgrpZhiingsan IFPlian fanj dou (ip mei;-you INegP I; [vpclii ti )]]]]. 
Zhangsan even meal FOC not-PER eat 
'Zhangsan hasn't even eaten his meal.' 
19 This proposal seems IQ suggest that Chinese lacks 1-to-Agr movement, contra Chomsky 1992 who 
claims that 1-to-Agr movement is needed if Agr is to assign nominative Case to the subject. One 
explanation for this may be that in English, Agr is a phonologically realized lexical form, for instance. 
the third pelSOn singular morpheme -s in simple present tense. The fact that 1-to-Agr is rttded is not 
becauseof the nominative Case assignment obligations, but because the bound Agr moipheme needs 10 
be morphologically suppoi:ted. In Chinese, however, Agr is never phonologically realized. Thus I does 
not need 10 move to Agr for morphological support. . 
20 In the literature, when I is lieed from nominative Case assignment obligations, ii is often said. 10 
head a Tense Phrase (TP) and I is accordingly changed lo T. This, however, is only a terminological 
difference. In this paper, I will" no! use TP for Tense Phrase. Instead,-( will continue lo use IP although I 
no longer contains the Agr feature. TP will be reserved for Topic Phrase. 
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4. Focus Movement and Topicalization 
4.1. Subject and Nominative Case Assignment 
I have shown that in Chinese, the nominative Case assigner .must. be separated from the 
tense morpheme. This analysis enables us to' have FP between the ·subject and IP. Now 
le_t's consider the cases where the subject itself is the focused element, as the following 
examples show . 
. (52) Lian Zhiingsiin dou bu renshi Mufi. 
even Zhangsan FOC not ~now Mary 
· 'Even Zhangsan does not know Mary.' 
In (52), Zhiingsiin is in the normal focused element position. But it also functions 
as the subject of the sentence and therefore must be in the position where Agr can assign 
it norninativ_e Case_. There ~re two possible ways to analyze this structure. The first is to 
·assume that Zlumgsan, being base-generated within VP (cf: Koopman and Sportiche 
1991 and Speas 1990), moves to [Spec; FP] and stays there._ It can get the nominative 
Ca~e _from Agr if we assume that Agr can be an exceptional Case assigner, in the way that 
Horvath suggests for Hungarian. ~nother way to analyze (52) is_ that when Zlumgsan 
moves to [Spec, FP] and gets the [+FOC] feature discharged, it will continue to move up 
to .[Spec, AgrP] _to·get Case. Of the two analyses, we have two reasons to choose the 
second one. First, it is not cle_ar why Agr can assign exceptional Case (Case that the head 
assigns to the Spec position of its subcategorized XP): Besides [Spec, FP]; we do not 
h_ave any other evidence that. nominative Case is assigned this way. For instance, in 
examples where [Spec, AgrP] and [Spec, FP] are both filled, which position should have 
the ·priority _in r~ceiving the nominative Case? At the_ very least, we would have to 
stipulate some kind of priority principle in, cases like this. Second, another piece of 
evidence .suggests. that the focused element will continue to move io satisfy other 
requirements. For ihstance; it may move again to the left of the subject, as is shown by 
the following examples. . . 
(53) · Lian M:al"i Zhangsiin dou bu renshi. 
even Mary Zhangsan FOC not know 
'Zhangsan even .does-not know Mary.' 
In (53 ), the primary stress on Mil/J and the possible cooccurrence _of fain to the left of 
Miil1 indicate that Milli is the focused element. It must have been moved out of [Spec, 
FP] to the left of the subject, hence to the left of AgrP. In the next subsection, we will 
discuss what this position is. 
4.2. Difference between [XP, TP] and [Spec, TP]: the Binding Principle 
In the case .of (53), one may suggest that the position that Miil1 takes is the Topic 
position. But there may be some problems with this assumption. First, as Chinese is 
often quoted as one of the topic prominent Jimguages, it has been argued that Topic is 
base ge~erated. This is because there is substantial evidence that there is no one-to-one 
correspondence. between the Topic and the possible gap within the sentence. For 
instance, Gao 1992 gives the following examples. (Also see Huang 1989 and Her 1991 
for examples with multiple topics.) 
(54) Wu-ben x1n shu, tii jiezou-le siin-ben. 
five-CL new book he borrow-go-PER three-CL 
'Of the five new books, he checked out three.' 
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(55) Zhe dong fangzi, tiimen gang anzhuiing-hiio chuiinghu. 
this CL house they just install-ready window . 
'As for this house, they have just installed the windows.' 
. ' 
Ifwe assume that topic structure·is always base-generated in Chinese, then Miili in 
(53) may not move into the topic position. Actually, the following examples show that 
the focused element is moved to a position between the topic and the subject. 
(56) Wii-ben xm shii, 1ian y1-ben Zhangsan dou bu' kan. 
five-CL new book even one-CL Zhangsan FOC not see .. 
'Of the five new books, Zhll!lgsan does not read even one of them.' 
(57) Zhe dong fangzi, lian chuanghu tamen dou meiyou anzhuiing-hiio. 
this CL house even window they FOC not-PER install-ready 
'As for this house, they even haven't installed the windows.' 
If the -assumption that the topic is base generated in the initial position is correct, 
then we should not expect the possibility that the base-generated topic may he positioned 
in [Spec, FP]. This prediction is borne out in the following examples.21 
(58)a. *Ta lian wil-beil xln shO dou jiezou-le siin-ben. 
he even five-CL new book FOC borrow-go-PER three-CL 
b. *Lian wtl-ben x1n shii, ta dou jiezou-le. san-ben. 
even five-CL new book he FOC borrow-go-PER three-CL 
(59)a. *Lian zha dong fingzi, tamen dou meiyou anzhuang-hiio chuanghu. 
even this CL house they FOC not-PER install-ready window 
b. *Tamen lian zha dong flingzi dou . meiyou anzhuang-hiio chuanghu. 
they even this CL house FOC not-PER install-ready window 
In light of the above discussion, I will assu1m: 'with Choe 1992 that in topic­
prominent languages, the topic is base-generated adjoined to TP, as is- shown in (60). 
{60) 
TP 
~
Topic ~ 
Spec T' 
/'---....
T[+TOP] XP 
21 It has been pointed out to me (Carl Pollard personal C0111munication) that with the help of geng-ra11-­
bu-dilo "nOI to speak". the acceptability of (59a) can be much improved (acceptable to some Chine.,e 
speaker.;). . . . 
Ci) Lian zhe dilng tiingzi, llimen diiu meiyou anzhu~hao chuanghu,-geng,ta-bu-d~ nei 
even this CL house they FOC not-PER install 0 ready window not~lo--speak · that 
diing fangzi le. , . . 
CL houseLE 
'They did not even install the windows in this house. not lo mention the other house.• 
I suspect that this is because, for some Chinese speakers, lian...dou ... , geng-ran-bu-dilo is a (contrastive) 
conjunction. Thus (i)·may have a very different structure from (59a). N_ote that ·with this conjunction. 
even the ungrammatical sentences discussed in (35)-(38) may be 1iluch improved. 
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In ( 60), the topic is base-generated in D-Structure. [Spec, TP] is where the focused 
element will be moving to ifit has the [+TOP] feature that needs to be discharged. I will 
use 'topicalized focus' to refer to the phrase that occupies the [Spec, TP]. The structure in 
(60) suggests that topicalized focus moves to [Spec, TP] only because the' moved phrase 
has the [+TOP] feature that needs to get discharged. The movement is justified by the 
Spec-Head Agreement principle. If this is true, we should not expect the topicalized focus 
to go beyond [Spec, TP]. The following examples show that our prediction is correct. 
(61) *Lian y1-beni [TP wu,ben x1ng shu, ta dou bu kan ti ] 
even one-CL five-CL new book he FOC not see 
(62) *Lian chuiinghUj [TP zhe dong fangzi, !amen dou meiyou iinzhuiing­
even window this CL · house they fiOC not-PER install­
· hao tj l 
ready 
' T.he separation of base-generated topic and topicalized focus predicts that they have 
different binding properties. The following examples show that this prediction is borne 
out. 
(63)a, Tii~i/J de . mama, [TP[Ag,pZhangsiin; bu. renshi ]]. 
he• DE motlier . Zhangsan not know 
'Hisi niother, Zhangsani does not know.' 
b, [TPLian tiiiti de mama [Ag,pZhiingsiini dou bu renshi ]]. 
even he DE mother Zhangsail FOCnot know 
'Zhangsan; does not know hisi/j mother.' 
C•. [TP[AgrPZhiingsiini bu ·rens,lii ta;,j de mama]]. 
Zhartgsan not know he DE mother 
'Zhangsani does not .know hisi/i mother.' 
(64)a. *Taz1jii; [,:p[Ag,pZhiingsiini bu xiiingx'in]]. 
himself Zhangsan not believe 
b. [TPLian triz'ijii [Ag,pZhangsan; dou bu xiiingx'in ]]. 
even himself Zhangsan FOC not believe 
'Zhangsan; does not believe himself/ 
c. [TP[AgrrZhangsiin; bu xiiingx'in taz'iji; ]] . 
Zhangsan not believe himself 
'Zhangsan; does not believe himself;.'. 
In the above examples, each of the (a) sentences22 has a base-generated topic which 
is separated from the rest of the s·entence by a comma (representing an intonational 
break). In (b) the initial phrase preceded by lian is the topicalized focus with (c) as the 
source sentence. In· (55a) tii de mama 'his · mother' is base-generated at the Topic 
position. Assuming that Chinese does not allow backward binding, although tii ·is free. in 
the NP tii de mama , which is the governing category, coindexing Zhiingsiin with tii is 
disallowed sipce Zhiingsiin is not in a c-commanding position over tii. In ( 63c ), tii is free 
in its governing category, the NP tii de mama 'his mother', but is freely coindexed with 
the subject outside its category; When the NP is moved to [Spec, TP] through [Spec, 
FP], this coindexing is carried over and (63b). is grammatical. In (64a), the reflexive tiiz'lji 
22 I am assuming thauhe em.pty catego~y in the object posi.tion of ~he '(a) se~tences is a pro. not a ·. 
trace. 
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'himself is base-generated outside the governing category of the subject Zhangsan, 
hence coihdexing it with the subject violates Principle A. In (64c) the reflexive is base­
generated at the object position. And when the reflexive moves to [Spec, TPJ through 
[Spec, FP], its trace is governed by the subject Zha11gsan and Principle A requires it to be 
coindexed with the subject. · 
"For more evidence of the distinction between a base-generated topic and a 
topicalized focus phrase, the readers are encouraged to see Shyu 1994. 
5. Focus Movement and Wh-Movement 
5.1. Wh-Worcl and Wh-Movem"<nt 
At tl1e end of section 1, I discussed examples with universal quantifiers in the focused 
position. It is very interesting to note tha.t some of the universal quantifiers shai·e the same 
morphological forms as the wh-words.23 Compare tlie following examples. 
(65)a. Ta shenme pfogguo dou ch1. 
he every apple FOC eat. 
'He eats all (kinds of) apples.' 
b. Ta chi shenme pingguo?. 
he eat what apple 
'What (kinds of) apples does he eat?' 
(66)a. Ta shenme dou meiyou zuo. 
he everything FOC not-PER do 
'He has not done anything.' 
b. Ti'i ineiyou , zuo shenme? 
he not-PER do what 
'What has he not done?' 
"J Other words that show the same phenomenon includes si1ei 'who' or 'e"eryone'.. ze;,me 'why' or "for 
ever); reason'. shiJ (typically in Some Northern China dialects) 'what' or· ·everything", dm1:;/u.io 'how 
much' or 'any amount'' etc. 
(i) a. Ta shei doo bu pa. . 
he everyone FOC not afraid 
'He' is not afraid of anyone.' 
b, Tabu pa shei? 
he not afraid who 
'Who is he not afraid of?' 
(ii) a. Tii shil dou shuo. 
he what FOC say 
'He says everything.' 
b. Tii shuo sha? 
he say what 
'What does he say?' 
(iii)a. Ta duiishao doo neng nazou. 
he any-amount FOC can take-away 
'He can carry any·amount.' 
b. Tii- neng nazou · · duashao? 
he can take-away how-much 
'How much can he carry?' 
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In the above examples, the (a) sentences show the quantificational use of shenme while 
the (b) sentences show that shenme is, used as a wh-word. It is very interesting to note 
that the homophonous form is disambiguated when it appears in· different syntactic 
positions: if shenme appears in the formal focus position, it has an interpretation of a 
universal quantifier only. This phenomenon can be readily explained under the analysis I 
have proposed so far. Recall that in Section 2 I showed that in Chinese formal focus 
structures the Focus Criterion must be satisfied at S-Structure, Suppose shenme is a 
potential [ +FOC] or [ +WH] feature carrier in the lexicon, . What feature it carries in a 
sentence is then determined by the contexts it occurs in, If FP is present in a sentence, it 
is possible that F will license the [+FOC] feature on s/Jenme. Then the Focus Criterion 
will force shenme to move to [Spec, FP]. Thus we interpret she11me only as a universal 
quantifier, If, on the other hand, shenme does not appear in .a formal focus structure, or 
it appears in a formal focus structure but is not licensed with [ +FOC]. · then it must carry 
[+WH] feature, In this case, we should not expect it to move to [Spec, FP], Since Chinese 
is classified as a wh-in-situ language, where the \VH-Criterion can be satisfied at LF (see 
Huang 1982, Rizzi 1991; and Lasnik and Saiio 1992 for discussion), we will not see 
any overt wh-movement. Thus we get the interpretation of wh-questions in (b) sentences 
simply because s/Jenme moves at LF and the WH°Criterion is satisfied there,24 
Following Huang 1982, Aoun 1986, Lqsnik and Saito 1992, I assume that the 
landing site for a wh-phrase is [Spec, CPJ, CP is an optional verbal projection over 
AgrP. 
5.2, In-Situ Focus and Wh-Movement 
In the above section, I have discussed Chinese formal focus movement and wh­
movemenL The difference between the two is manyfold. ~n a formal focus structure, the 
movement takes place at S-Structure, while a wh-phrase moves only at LF. The focused 
element moves to [Spec, FPJ, which is to the right of the subject, while the landing site 
for a wh-phrase is [Spec, CP], which is to the left of the subject, However, when we 
compare wh-movement with in-situ focus structures, we find that there are more 
similarities than differences. First of all, both wh-phrase and in-situ focus involve 
movement at LF. I have argued that in the in-situ focus structure, the [ +FOC] feature is 
weak. thus focus movement can be delayed until LF without causing the stmcture to 
crush at PF. It can also be assumed that in Chinese the [+WH] feature is also weak 
(compared with that of English, for instance). 
Second, both wh-questions and in-situ focus structures have something to do with 
new information: a wh-question seeks for new information, but'an in-situ focus structure 
provides new information. Formal focus structures, on the other hand, do not convey 
new information. This is shown clearly in Section l where l discuss the possibility that 
only in-situ focus structures can be used as answers to wh-questions, not formal focus 
structures. Besides, as in in-situ foci; wh-phrases often receive. sentential stress. Thus 
(65b) and (66b) are often used with shenme having primary sentential stress and the 
meaning remains the same. These facts may greatly affect our considerations for the 
24 The natural question to ask at this point seems to be what happens if shenme carries both [+FOCI 
and [+WH]. The Chinese data seem to suggest that this ne,·er happens. One possible explanation for this 
may be that [+WHJ is a lexical feature that shenme carries in the lexicon. [+FOC], on the hand, is a 
syntactic feature that is assigned by the head F. We may assume ,that when shenme is assigned [+FOCI 
feature, its [+WH] will be overridden. OtheC\vise, the [+WH] prevails, 
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landing site of the focused element in an in-situ focus structure. That is, when an in-situ­
.f!)cused element moves at LF, should it move to [Spec, CP] or [Spec, FP]? · 
Before answering the question, let's fust consider some other facts about in-situ 
focus. We have seen that 10-situ focus and formal focus .can cooccur in the same 
sentence. This is shown in (6) and the following. 
(6) Mill lilin pingguo dou bu ch1. 
Mary even apple FOC not eat 
'It is Mary who does not even eat apple.' 
(67) Lian Zhlngslln dou bu renshi Mill. 
even Zhangsan FOC not know Mary 
'Even Zliangsan docs not know Mary.' 
Suppose that we take in-situ focus movement to be the LF counterpart of the S­
Structure formal focus movement. That is, in (59) Mali will also move to [Spec, FP] at 
LF. Then we· are forced to wonder how the same head F can contain both strong and 
weak [+Foe] feature at the same time. Secondly, we have shown that a fonnally focused 
element may move to [Spec, TP] if it also carries the [+TOP] feature. Generally, Only 
elements that appear -in the topic position are said to convey old information (or 
background information) (Choe -1992, Huang 1989, and Her 1991). If an in-situ-focused 
element behaves like a formally focused element, we may expect it to be able to move to 
[Spec, TP] when it also carries the [+lUP] feature. Then it is very hard to explain how an 
in-situ-focused element which generally conveys new information can also convey old 
infonnation at the same time. These difficulties can be avoided if we do not assume that 
.the landing site for in-situ focused element is [Spec, FP]. Especially, when we consider 
the similar behavior discussed earlier between wh-questions and in-situ focus structures, 
it is advisable that in-situ focus movement be treated on a par with wh-movement Thus I 
will assume that an in-situ-focused element will move to [Spec, CP] at Lf25• 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, I have shown that ·the Chinese formal focus displays convincing evidence 
for the l"ocus Criterion. I have argued that in Chinese formal focus structures the Focus 
Criterion must be satisfied at S-Structure. As" for the cases of in-situ focus discussed at 
the beginning of this paper, one explanation is to assume the Dynamic Agreement 
Principle as discussed in Rizzi 1991: since there is no overt category F, ·he.nee a strong 
[+FOC] feature, to trigger focus movement, the focus element will move. only at" LF, 
where the head will be endowed with the [+FOC] feature by the focused ·element.· Thus 
the Focus Criterion is satisfied there. The difference between in-situ foci and formal foci 
is thus attributed to the presence or absence of the overt category F at S-Struture. . 
Thus, after a detailed investigation, we have come to the conclusion that a Chinese 
sentence should have the projection sequence TP-(CP)-AgrP-(FP)-IP,(NegP)-VP., As a 
topic prominent language, the base-generated topic phrase is adjoined to TP. A 
topicalized phrase moves to [Spec, TP] to check off the [+TOP] ··feature:, [Spec; 'GP) is 
where a wh-phrase or an in-situ-(ocus phrase will move to at LF. The difference between 
TP and CP is that TP is related to so-called background information while CP contains 
new or foreground information. This sequence also satisfies the genera)· word order 
25 This may lead 10 lhe collnpsing of wh-mo,·cmenl nnd in-siiu-focus movement -in Chinese: both 
involve u weak feature and thus LF movement; both ha\'e something to do with new information: wh­
wo[ds seek new information while non-wh-words provide new infonnation. 
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requirement in Chinese that background information usually precedes the foreground 
information. The subject stays in (Spec,AgrP] where it can get the nominative Case from 
the head Agr. The first landing site for the formal focus phrase is [Spec, FP]. This can be 
illustrated through the following example. · 
(68) [TP Nei Cl .juhu1, [TP!ian M;lll; [AgrPnl [FP t; dou [1pmeijyou [NegP tj 
that CL reunion even Mary you FOC not-PER 
[ vprenchiilai t;]]]]]]J . . 
recognize 
'As for the reunion, you did not even recognize Mary.' 
The Chinese data presented in this paper and the analysis we have proposed also 
have a number of consequences for the current studies of the.. Focus Criterion. For 
instance, in the analysis of Modern Greek focus structures, Tsimpli 1992 argues for 
relaxing Clause A of the Focus Criterion. She claims that the primary fu.nction of Clause 
A is to motivate movement of the focus phrase to [Spec, FPJ and in most cases, this 
movement is motivated independently for scope reasons, examples including English in­
situ focus and wh-n1Qvement (see Chomsky 1986a and Culicover 1993 for discussion) as 
wen as Modem Greek ·focus structures. Although this proposal may also seem to work 
with Chinese in-situ focus structures and wh-questions, other data presented in the paper 
seem to suggest otherwise. In Chinese formal focus structures, a focus phrase does not 
move to sentence-initial position to get wider scope. Instead, it only moves to a preverbal 
position. Thus we must assume that Clause A is needed. (at least for Chinese type formal 
focus structures). 
Second, in a discussion of Hungarian focus structure, Horvath 1991 suggests that 
the Focus Criterion may be replaced by [+FOC] assignment, along the lines of Case 
assignment. The Chinese data seem to show that [+FOC] feature is different from Case in 
at least two aspects. First, a single noun phrase may get both [+FOC] feature and (for 
instance, a nominative) Case. If [+FOC] behaves like Case, then we may have to revise 
the Case Theory to allow a single noun phrase to receive two Cases at the same time. 
This does not seem to be a theoretically sound proposal. Second, a Case position is 
regarded as the destination for NP movement. Once an NP gets Case, there is no reason 
for it to move again simply to get another Case.26 This, however; is not true for Chinese 
focus phrases. We have seen instances where an object NP can move to. [Spec, FP] 
although the object position is regarded as a typical Case position. 
For languages like English, [Spec, CPJ seems to host both wh-phrases and focus 
phrases (see Culicover 1993). Thus it is possible to collapse the Wh-Criterion with the 
Focus Criterion. However, Chinese formal focus structures seem to suggest that [+FOC] 
and [ +WH] features need to be kept distinct if the two features do not have the same 
functional strength. 
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